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without clearly defined evaluation goals. In this paper we discuss some basic principles that can be used to 
develop test suites and we examine the role of test suites as they have been used to evaluate evolutionary 
search algorithms. Current test suites include functions that are easily solved by simple search methods such 
as greedy hill-climbers. Some test functions also have undesirable characteristics that are exaggerated as the 
dimensionality of the search space is increased. New methods are examined for constructing functions with 
different degrees of nonlinearity, where the interactions and the cost of evaluation scale with respect to the 
dimenslonality of the search space. 
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Experimental evaluations of speedup learning methods have in the past used non-parametric hypothesis testing 
to determine whether or not learning is beneficial. We show here how to obtain deeper insight into the 
comparative performance of learning methods through a complementary parametric approach to data analysis. 
In this approach experimental data LS used to estimate values for the parameters of a statistical model 01 
the performance of a problem solver. To model problem solvers that use speedup learning methods, we 
propose a two-component linear model that captures how learned knowledge may accelerate the solution of 
some problems while leaving the solution of others relatively unchanged. We show how to apply expectation 
maximization (EM), a statistical technique. to fit this kind o multi-component model. EM allows us to fit the 
model in the presence of censored data, a methodological difficulty common to experiments involving speedup 
learning. 
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solving by abstraction: a graph oriented approach 
Thl\ paper presents a new perspcctlve on the traditional Al task of problem solving and the techniques of 
abstraction and relinement. The new perspective is based on the well-known, but little exploited, relation 
between problem solving and the task of finding a path in a graph between two given nodes. The graph 
oriented view of abstraction suggests two new families of abstraction techniques, algebraic abstraction and 
STAR abstraction. The first is shown to be extremely sensitive to the exact manner in which problems are 
represented. STAR abstraction, by constrast, is very widely applicable and leads to significant speedup in all 
our experiments. The reformulation of traditional refinement techniques as graph algorithms suggests several 
enhancements, including an optimal refinement algorithm, and one radically new technique: alternating search 
diwction. Experiments comparing these techniques on a variety of problems show that alternating opportunism 
(AltO), a variant of the new technique. is uniformly superior to all the others. 
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